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and

           A Method of Compute? Simulation
through Modified Signal Flow. Graphs and Operator
its Applieation to Synthesie of Heating-Equipment

Coneepts
 Capactties

               1Shigeru Mat･suuya

Faculty of Engineering
  Hokkaidg University
    Sapporo, Japan

     In order to faeilitate simulation of a physical system,
direct simulation on an analog computer through a signal flow
graph obtained direetly from a sehematie diagram in the physieal
g¥:t::.;g･ .x:3d.x: g:x･ ,g･ ggei･ fi .:･ :scsg;ag,zgg2t' :fas.gf,g:s.::?ho?,,

By eyeating a surnming point whieh defines a signal, a wrong .
                                    definitions of a signal iss±gnal flow graph re$ulting from two
avoided and an inversion law and interconnect±on of subgraphs are
clarified. (2) A scaling method in s-domain is studied only by
the use of a translation of a modified signa! flow graph; It is
inade possible to obtain the completed program on an analog
g2EPg:e?.i:.g:i･ fi2 :gt.:･ :g,ggigggo:i.g:ggsg:.a･ ?gg"xX gsg.:,g;aied

coneept is developed into the digita] domain and a physical
meaning in a closed loop is confirmed, so that simulation on.
digital computers by same methods as in the above-mentioned'
simulation on analog eomputers is made possiblg.
As an applieation, a synthesis of heating-equipment eapaeities is
performed together with the confirmation of troublesome points in
the actual operation,where not Only a building but also automati--
eally controlled heating equipments are simulated.

Key Words: Algorithm, closed loop, definition point, digital
operation, dynamic balance, initial value, integral operator,
modified signal flow graph, operator coneepts, warming up
load,scalingins-domain,spaeeseries. '' ' ･ .

1. Introduction
.F

     An environmental design related to buildings would be an optimization of the ways
of eombinatton of components (said to be a strueture of system) and their values in a
buildings system containing equipments, whieh adjusts its entire balanee under certatn
specifted conditions. Considering the use of a computer from the point of view of
design, therefore, it is desirable to use it synthetically rather than analytieally,
that ts, it ls neeessary to be able to talk with the･computer. As one of the useful
means for ±t, there exists such sirnulat±on as cerrespondenee･ ef eo"iponents in a system
one-to-one, because a building system becomes large--scaled, complicated, high･-prieed
and made-to--order, so .that expe･r!ments of aetual systems. are impossible. For the sake
                                                                              'of its usefulness, the technique of simulation has been widely used in fields of ''/
electronics, automatic･-control, chemiea] proeess and so on.

     The t.ypes of eomputers used in s±mulation are analog type-, digital type and hybrid
type (which is the combinatlon of previous 2 types), Considering them from the
standpoint of slrnulation, there, it shows the problems as followS: (1) There are
dtfferences of the models (expressions) as languages and ways of thinking depend on the
ktnd of eomputers. (2) Advanced knowledges and techniqUes are required for simulation.
(3) As the analog eomputer has the limited usageS except for a different!al analyzer or
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a simulator, it is necessary to consider simulation on the digital eomputer. However,
the large-sealed and high-speed machine is required in its ease.

     As a eounterrneasuye for the above mentioned, it is neeessa?y to eonsider the next
points: (l) Investigatlng programming-rules through models in use of the same eoncept
which is independent of the kind of computers, (2) Using symbolism with sufficient
informations in expression of system and its description. (3) A symbolisrn with
algorithm whtch leads automatieally from description to program. (ij) In synthesis, it
is neeessary that a program one-to-one eorresponds to a syseem in parts and the
program is newly made by intereonnection and division aceording to ehanging of the
strueture in systern by intereonnection and division, and also values bn the program ean
be easUy changed. (5) Finding out physieal meanings and investigating caleulation
rules whieh caleulation accuracy is not less than it was berore even if simple proce--
dures are used for the purpose of using a small rnachine sueh as a mint eomputer or a
desk ealculator.

     This paper deals with a new method of eomputer simulation with algorithm which
automatlcally gets to a simulatibn program through a model from an object system,

2. Method of Computer S±mulation

     It is well known that phenomena of system should be expressed in use of elements
and a pair of aeross varlable and through variable with time. For instanee, heat
conduetion phenomena ean be expressed as simultaneous differential equations using
thermal resistance and thermal capacity as elements, and using temperature and heat
flow as across variable and through variable with time. In these equations, relations
among eomponents such as wall and boiler whieh aetually construct the system, namely,
system strueture is not clear.

     There are graphical symbolisms as a way of exPvessing this strueture, namely a
physieal network model, a bloek diagram, a signal flow graph, an analog computer
diagram and so on. These are diagrammed to emphasize different aspeets respectively.
It ls performed to symbolize many informations as to relations o# actual eomponents
and each element. However, informations for the casual relation in eaeh variable are
not diagrammed, The signal flow graph and the bloek diagram are expressed in regard
to the easual relation, but the relation to the aetual object becomes weak vather than
the physieal network model. In the above expressions, direet informations of time are
lost. The analog computer diagram has a nature of emphasizing element itself, its own
funetien in ltself and eonneet±on with other elements.

     Observing these expressions from a view of simulation programming on the eomputer,
with respect to the analog diagram, simulation programming seems to have been
aeeomplished at one sight. However, as the analog eomputer diagram is usually
introdueed in terms of an expression Of stmulataneous diffepential equations, the
system structure is lost and the eorrespondence of system one--to-one in parts ean not
be found. Simulation in use of this procedure requires to supplement informations
through thoughts of the strueture. Therefore, it 1･s very usefu! to obtain a simulation
$x:gr2:,bg,m?¥;:s,`tfi.bss;,xg:,ox.t:g.fthftgggrezgsg.i:;.s{,ggec,ggag2xg:g,?gmso.gBRmt ,,2

whieh indlcates aetua] system; and then, it ts transformed into the signal flow graph
[ 2] or the block diagram; and finally, the simulation diagram is obtained. However,
lt is not always said to aceomplish algoicithm of fina] proeesses, Symbolism
applieable to both eomputers is, therefore, dgveloped, under eonstderations of tevms
of physieal eoncepts as follows:

a'

                     2.l. Concepts of Signal and Operator

     Observing the relations between variables and elements from a new standpoint,
gsgb;･ii:･::ggihgi･::･gig::･!iig:･AIEE:g:ec･zgxa,lyliz:･;g･:･:･:g･?i:?lse,g･k:IIIt:ggiguing.Eys ih:i:ght

graph. However, ±t should be noeed.that deseriptions corresponding to a system have
many equivalent signal flow graphs, but physical meaning ot the graph is clear only
when the graph is described in the form of 1/s eoncerntng time, namely, in the form of
e:.i:g:gr2:,02fi:agg:g.?eg::gfi g?Y21g;g,p:;2RI;s::r.M,aybe said in generai to depend on

     2
       Mgures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of th±s
       paper.
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2.2. Modifieat±on of a Signal Flow Graph 81

    As a simple example to clarify the above mentloned, it is considered that water
is discharged from water tank (across sectional area A) using a pipe (resistance R).
This is applied also to the case in which heat is discharged only by ventilation out
of the room. When the water level-is h, its initial value is ho and outgoing water
flow is q, the modified signal flow graph expression of this'systeni is given as eq (1).

.'･ ,: -o'
･･ g

1

h

1

 1
sA

1..

q

1

R
････ (1)

where, the signal flow graph is modified as follows: The signals are'enelds'ed by a
large ci'rele to be distinguished from transmittanee (operator) and the new summing
points shown by small cireles are made, they are also definition potnts in signals.
Observing the definition as to h, it is equivalent to the next equation.

h= -,X + 2.o (2')'''

t lt/tt

1/･

    By the modifieations, the next merits may occur. By means of separating and
symbolyzing definition potnts in sueh a way as eagh a sigqal has only one definition
point (by elimination of signals on the way? it is not prevented that the signal has
sequentially two more definition points), misses in two definitions of a signal, when
the Mow graph is drew, ean be prevented. Physical meaning of interconnections in
system is in a concordance with aeross variables and a eontinuity of through variables.
An interconnection in sub--graphs (which correspond tQ sub-syseem) attending an
interconnection of sub--system requires that in any interconnection the across variables
are conneeted by a braneh with transmittance 1 and the through variable is defined by
another through variables, eonneeted by each braneh so that continuity eonditions may
be held. In this case, if a signal has two definiti'on Pbints through the intereonneet--
ion, here, a branch of either definition point is inversed (in which 1/S is left as it
is) as a definition point for a different signal, and two definitions resulting newly
from it is inversed in suecession until reaches a signal having no a definition polnt.
Furthermore, by ereating this summing point, the analog eornputer diagram can be easily
expressed by modlfied signal flow graphs. Namely, a potentiometer, a summing amplifier
and a summlng integrator are expressed as eqs (3), (a) and･(5). By using them, an
analog simulation diagram corresponding to a system one-to-one gan be made only by
equivalent transformations of the graph. ･

x
a

Y (3)

x nl

-1
Z (lt)

Y n2
/1
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X kl
]

lf
g

Y k
2

1

s
I

z (5)

    However
is not that
graph is not
a scaling in

, if a scaling change is
the pvogram is perfeet.
 always done. It means
 s-domain is considered.

 not done
 A perfeet
that there

in the analog computer prograrnming, it
 anaiog sifuulatiori in only a signal flow
 remains problems of algorithm. Next,

2.3. Sealing in S-domain

    A sealing
variables which
by eonsidering

has two kinds, first is to transform variables in a system
 are non-dimension and smaller than l. Transforming them
a magpitude scale faetor ct with dimensions, it becomes as

'' ax '･'

 into maehine
in s-domain
 follows:'

(6)

For the purpose of representing this relation on
rule, that is, by multiplying a signa･1 by. or ･, the
transmittance of incoming branch is multiplied by
multiplied by 1/a is required so that the graph

a graph it is
.pro,cedure in
 cr and that
is equivalent

 necessary to add a new
 such a way that a
of outgoing branch is
 te the original graph.

b

a
,x

(7)

c

is equal to
.b

ct

aa
ax (8>

c

ct

Next, it is'
simulation

 thought to
wiVhin time

transform concerning
or frequency adapted

time in
to the

 use of
machine,

time s'cale faetor B for

At first, in t-domain

-Tt Bt (9)

transforming (4) into s--domain

1. Bl
s2 s2

(10)

where t, s
Mixnsky's

 correspond
       .expresslon

 to real time
[ 3]

and T , S to machine time. And according to
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      1
T=      S2 (11)

t.1      s2
(l2)

Observing both sides of these equations from the point of vi.ew of a dimension, they do
not' eoincide because l!s is said'to h'a've a dimension of t.

     The next points are considered to clartfy this pioblem. Observing a sigrial as the
res,ult of operators acting on a unit impulse, in a usual description of funetion in ,
s-dpmain, operators alone are expressed and the unit impulse'is not expressed.
Therefore, this unit impulse having value 1 and the dimension l/t (because the unit'
impulse is thought as a limit of a pu]se in the.width At and the height,1/At) should
be affixed to the right hand of eqs (11) and (l2) and both equations coineide a]so in
the dimension. Uereafter, to distinguish clearly a signal from a group of operator,
the signal is wr±tten in the form of aftixing 1,having a dimension,of Z/t.
Considering physical meaning of time scale change in eq (9)., the phenome.na 'ts ex.te'nded
by B in time. As an area of a unit impulse must be always 1, the ,Unit im.pulsg r in

machinetimeisgivenas: .･ ., ..                                                                                '                                                      '                                                               '                . . t ..1..t...                   t tt /tt                                                                 '                                     .1 (13)                                  1-B'

A unit step function which resuks in one integyal operator acting on the unit impulse
is expressed as, 1/s, 1/S, respectively. As this unit step function is an infinite
step without eoncerning time scale change, they must be equal. And show thern as 1/S.

                                 gi- gi,k d4)

accordingly

't

                                 }.=}s . (l5)
                                       tt t                                                  '

From the above investigation, if time scale ehange is done directly in s-domain, it
wiU be done by affixing 1 to input signal and also by adapting eqs (l4) and (15).

     For the purpose of showing a simple example of analog simulation procedures, the
graph of the tank model shown already in eq (l) is transformed equivalently in sueh a
way as eonstrueted by analog computer elements given in eqs (3), (U) and (5). And when
magnitude and time seale ehange are done wlth regard to the above mentioned, the analog
simulation program can be accomplished automaticallY and suceessively as follows:

(E)----iet--..-

ah
1

H

   :o

cth i

1

1

s l
IY '

ah
Bct

  q
Q

l aq
R'ctrm

h

   1
"-Y.E----

(16)
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where, the values of H and Q are non-dimension.and machine varXables smaller
and 1/R'{b /ah, 1/A .ahlBaq are non-dimension and values smaller than ! and
potentiometer values': The newly added branches shown as dotted line indieate
                                       of the original systern (thesebetween maehine variables and variables                                                                        not                                                                     do
the object of the simulation). Next, consider the case of digital operation.

than 1
indi¢ate
 relations
beeome

.

                              2.4, Digital Operation

            /../ .     In thle cds6'''of an opbration on ,a digital comPqter; variouS numerieal meehods'have
been developed in regard to informatioh whieh can'be obtained wheh it is sampled. That
tss lnformation related to the structure is weak, so that they don't a,lways adapt to
sy$tem simulation. For thq purpose, the "eime series" method [ 4] and the "thermal
response factor'1 method [･5] Were published. BUt it is difficult to adapt the methods
to thet/ext eas6s' ;･. namely (l> when systepas are interconnected, (2) when the system' has
non--linearity, (3) ,,when the system has the initial value whieh represents the Past '
effect,,(4) when the.problem having non-perioaic intermitting heating including off

daysisso!ved.･, ･ '                    'i ''     A digital operatlon of an integral opeyator is gdnsidered, observing that time is
represented only by the integral operaeor 1/S in the stmUlation diagram corresponding
to a system one-to-one. When values of a signal at tic' O, T, 2T, ...., etc. (T. is time
interval) are xo, xl, x2, x3, ..･･., etc., the signal x is approximated by straight
                              . It is expressed as eq (17), which is                                                                           TTspaee                                                                    namedline segments at each                      interval

I

The signal resulting from
follows:

(Xo), (Xl), (X,), (X,),･･.･･･.] (l7)

the integral in eq (17) is expressed by space series as

: ((O), (xl + xo), (x2+ xl+ xl+ xo), (x3+ x2+ x2+ xl+ xl+ xe),.....] (18)

     As mentloned above, y resulting from the digital operation of 11s from (n - 1)T to
nT is expressed as follows:

t'

,

(Xn-t)

(xn)

1
T
i

u' (Yn:i)

(Yn)

1

1 1

(19)

1

Therefore, it is proper to replace all 1!s of the graph,with the above equation and
caleulate tt step by step at each interval. However, as exceptions, when the signal
value is always zero in the previous interval and it rises to the value (xo), an
operation of O + (xo) = (O) must be used, and in a urp.iP impulse, the ealculation is
sueh that instantaneously (1) will be preserved.

     Next, consider adaptation of the digital operation in 6q (1). When eq (1) is
solved theoretically with Mason's rule [ 6], eq (20) is given as:

                         :,lk/7]s[v,"'e-lie, ' (2o)
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where, Te
operator

 = AR
using

is time
samp1in.g

cons.tant.
 Inte,rVal

 Equation (1) is
T as rollows:'

expresp.e, d,

      .//.

in the form of the digital

(h o)

1

(q,)

1

R

1

(h i)

1

T

l

2A

1

(q,)

J

1

R

i

1

i
'

'

'
t

t
'

]

7
'
'

l

(hn-i).

.w

2A

1

1

I

R

(qn-'1)

1

(,hn)

l

[E]

2A

/･

1

1

(qn)

1

R

l

(P.1)

o T (n - 1)T nT

Solving it in acbordanee vi,±th the' graph 'ruie at time T

(hi) 2- T
Te

(ho)
2+ T

Tc

(22)

'

at tirne 2T = 2vTe, wher'e TITe = U /.t t
t.

di( -iS-h ,) = .2 -- p

2+ p
･ (23)'.

or

and at tlme
.:

nT

/tt. . :. ttt...t," t./,., t/t .,/
   't tt .i .tt-      I.,
   . .t..t /// .

'1 "' ' i･'' / ./,T･ 1' ]

..'.+, .l'S!/ ",1'

L[:iit- (

±/''''t" ' i /"' '        ;,- v,,.i .i-..' L b

/'"111fh;･;L/･s'/･,,,r.., ,.

 tt t."''':'tt"' 1''"1' '' f'1''

 -･-･ -", , ･/..1I.t..t./ .1..-
'' 1 'tt' /'t'' !' i
i' ' r,L '' 'r'.' L/'' '',

tTtsto] "` (

rtT;' ,tt' t.dt,t'

   //ttt/t,.j .t
 ''' 2-"p' 'v

 2+ P
t,,,･t,/.t'T.,' ''

  "11 ': S･
1,, ,., ,:../,
/.Ttt.. //･ ,/-/

"/ p.,,)n

)2
'T '

 "' }'//'i

=, n, uZc' '}

i '' tt'l

 +t t J./P
   i'/"
  '''tl 'i'

  / ttt     / .t

./

i

'

' , (24)

'

(25)

     Table 1
theoretical

 indtcate.s
values ve'ry

the calculation.
    tt weli.'''' '

resu;t with v= Y4 and it agrees to
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Table 1, Comparison between calc' ulation values in use
          of v= T/Tc = O,25 and theoretieal values,

Time Time(byTc) Calculation
Value

Theoretical
Value

o o 1.0000 l.OOOO
O.25TcO.5TcO･75Te1,OTc1.25T6 O.7777

o.60ij9
o.4705
o.3659
o.28U6

O.7788
o,6o6s
O,4723-

.o.3678
o.2865

6T
7T

li5Tc1･75Tc ･O.2213
O.1721

O.2331
O.1737

8T 2.0Tc O.1339 O.1353
, . . .

- t , .

- . . .

12T'
l6T

3.0Tc4:o O.Oij90
O,.O179

o.0497
o.O183

                         '                      tt     l-Jhen v = 2 (namely the interval of 2 Tc), eqs (22) and (23) become zero (these
exact values are O.!35335 and O.O18316). And when v> 2, they oseilZate in -, +, --, +,
.....,.., etc., having values smaller than 1, Therefore, it is seen thatu is an index
for modelizing a distributed system inte a lumped system. That is, time eonstants in
eaeh part should be divided to eoincide as mueh as possible. In order to clarify
correspondenee to the system, if divisions are done in such a way that time constants
in each part have considerable differences , the interval in calculation of eaeh part
should be modified in sueh a way that p becomes equal in parts, For the purpose of
rough calculations, when the ealeulations are tried with large intervals, it is proper
to negleet heat capacities in the part of v> 2.

                         3. [I]he Applicatioh 'to synthesis 6f
                             Heating Equipment Capacitance

     In use 'of the methodology mentioned above, it is reported to simulate hot water
heating in a building on an analog computer. A one-story house (IOO m2) having
eonerete walls of thickness of 15 em affixed with glasswool 5 cm is heated by hot-.water
radiator and the system is represented in figure 1 using physieal network model. As
the used computer is small, the building is one-room model with one boiler (with hot-
water--supply tank inside) having one radiator, and a burner is controlled eN-OFF by
room temperature and water temperature in the boi-ler.

                         3.1. Warming up load

     As the results of simulation, figure 2 indicates an lntermittent operation in
whieh an operation is sixteen hours and a stoppage is eight hours. In this case, an
?g8Eggftcg:tfi;gS.air temperature is -100C apd a g.alcu,lation Igad in steady state is

                                                             '                                       tt                                              '                                               '                                       '     Observing the results, at night the room temperature in stoppage of operation
               to 60C, therefore, it seems as if fuel is saved in general. But judging.falls from 200C
from figure 2, it is said that the surn of outgoing heat Mow falls only a little, The
reasonisthatheatstoredinthewallisdischaygedatnightandtheheatis. ･.･
so,ege:cgxe:,g:rg"g.v2ETigf :s,s'6mR6.,ig.!sq?tr.gs,?･ rzggt.;hE:s.:::i;.x":gg,;`,EeGc.:3?

In this example, the intermittent operation has not saved even 10 %, compared to the
continuous operation and it is clear that the burner.output from 2 to 4 times larger
than the steady state load, would be required, corresponding to the interval of
warming up time. Therefore, eonsidering initial eost, the continuous operation is
profitable rather than the intermietent operation.

                   ･ 3.2. The Need of Dynamie-Ba±anee bf System

Figure 3 indieates ON-OFF of the burner and the boiler water temperature, there,
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:gelfg3iOl.i,Oi.t2h.,.e.,radiator capaeity in steady state tq,,1 P.e burner eapacity is changed

     As the r6sult, in'spite Q# having no troubles'in steady state, it ls seen that

in transient state of warming up time, the boiler wate'r ･temperature reaches a 1±mit
and the ON'-OFF operation,begins before the i',o. orh temperature reaches 200C. Thls ONiOFF
operation means that the bUrner output becQm'es smallefo. Thelefore, it is necessary to
eonsid'er not only statie balanc'e. of systeM in steady state but also balance tn
transientstate.' . ･･. .'.'

 tttttt/ttt tttt ttttt; tttttt tt tt t/ttt tttt tt/                                                                     '                                                tt/''" '' 't"'''''''' ' "''' '' ''''''''' '' '" ''t'/'"'' ''i ''' ' '''       tt .･･-t ,･ ･. -.l / ･,･･ ･-=･ ･      ' ･ ' 3.,3.'TheDrp.pinHotZ-iaterSupplyTemper'ature '
1 . / andAdditionalboadinHotWater.Supply
           tt ttttt tt       tt .t .t ..t ./....t. i Figute U indieat6''ts' "'the drbb'6f the hot' wateb'supplY'telnp'eina'turee tihd 'bn influeneel ,

on the room temperature when the hot water is supplied in thirty minutes at the rate
                      At that time, there are two cases suc.h as the intermittentgpf･e;-gt&･'6fiY[i)i･¥hllit':gtl"tiner'but'pu't'in 2oo'oo k'cbyhr"'i and the eoittinuous opeication in

                     t..... .... ..     From the results of th6se simulaeions.,' it is eeen'that w'hen lim'it design of
eqUipment eapacities and so on is done, eaeh sifuulation sh6uld'be done case by case
because the charaeteristics are different because of the .differenees Of 'the systems
and there'fore limit' design s' hould be'dbtermined after ,eonfirmation and investigation

ofproblems.' ''''･ ''''
                         4. 0ther Considerations

     By means of the concept Qf the operator (the"coneept' ot the very system element
itself whieh ,is the operator) and the modified signal flpw graph (where it indieates
that signals are modified .by the operators), algorithm'was reported where simulatSon
will take place from the environmental system related to building to its simulation
automti!I.callY apd,eont.inuously without regard to the type of eomputer. It will be
thoughP ･that the deseriptton method is also eonvenient for cornmon expressions of
phenomeria in fields of epvinyonipental engineering such as electricity, eleetronics,
dYnalmiess flu'ia dynamics,' process and so on. ,
  ttttt tt ttt  '" 'As･the example, of synth.esSs only the methpdo'logy using the small atialog computer
was' indlO.at'ted. If a large-sealed analog eomputer is used, i't is possible to indieate
each'ro'om. As digital computers occupy the major parts in general, simulation in use
of, the, digital eomputer should be.indicated. Languages oriented eonversations with
e6thputers are in the stage of deyelopment in'our laboratory. It will be diseussed on'
anether,oceasion. ･,
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